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All artworks in this book remain the property of the artist themselves and are used here with permission, 

in accordance with the rules of the competition. 

 

We have only used the first names of contributors when we have had express permission to do so. Other quotes or

artworks are simply marked with the age and/or school year of the contributor. 

 

Cover art: Liberation of the soul, Gabrielle, 20





 The artworks contained in this book were created on the lands of

our First Nations peoples whose cultures and customs, including

their art and storytelling, have nurtured the land and maintained

a legacy of its history for over 80,000 years. 
 

We acknowledge the traditional custodians of these lands and

pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 

We acknowledge the enduring connection to Country of

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and the ongoing

impacts of dispossession and colonisation, recognising that 

their rights to this land have never been ceded. 



The artworks you will explore in this book tell a story that we all need to

hear and learn from... a story that might otherwise have been untold

and that enhances our understanding about what the 2021 Covid-19

lockdown meant for ACT children and young people.

It is part of my job to hear, listen and promote the voices of children

and young people, an important responsibility that is even more crucial

in challenging times. However, we should all be open to listening to

what children and young people tell us is important to them - after all,

they are the experts in their own lives.

This is why we created the 'Lockdown Legacies' Art Competition... an

opportunity for children and young people to express their experiences

of lockdown in whatever way held meaning for them. 

COMMISSIONER'S Foreword



We received a broad range of entries and the depth of talent, emotion and imagination they

conveyed gave me incredible insight into the impact experienced by our children and young

people.

Interspersed between the artworks are quotes we received from children and young people

through both this year's lockdown, as well as that of 2020. Their honest, reflective and powerful

comments will no doubt move you as much as they did me. 

Importantly, I would like to thank and give a BIG shout-out to the children and young people who

trusted us with their art and their thoughts. To them I say, "Well done! I know the last couple of

years have been tough and that it has sometimes been hard to stay strong. Thank you for sharing

your experiences with me. I will use what I have learned to keep working toward making

Canberra a better place for you all."

Jodie Griffiths-Cook

ACT Children and Young People Commissioner



"I don't like lockdown because I don't
have a backyard so I have to go
somewhere to play soccer with

my brother and play tips."
 

Y5/6 student
2021



Paintings



Hands
Lena, 2

 
Our youngest artist, Lena, was only 2

years old when she did this painting. 





Liberation of the soul
Gabrielle, 20 

 

"Creating this piece honestly kept me sane

during lockdown, and allowed me to just

connect back with myself, my creativity and

got me off my phone." 



 



Lines
Chloe, 12 

 



Trapped
Milena, 16

 



The Bridge   
Hannah, 11

 

"I painted this picture about how I felt in lockdown.

The bridge in my painting represents the separation

of the opposite sides. On the right side the buildings

give off a gloomy, dark mood, that is how I felt during

lockdown, dull and sad. While when lockdown will

pass, the girl stands in the middle of the bridge

waiting to cross over and see light, and colours again.

The left side is filled with a variety of vibrant and

happy colours, once crossed on the opposite side, the

darkness will turn into happiness."





"I have mostly been going well, I find it a bit
boring and lonely though. I call my friends

on skype almost every day. 
I like going out for sport, I usually go
for a run or do some laps around
the block, I can tell I am getting 

a lot better on them."
 

Y6 student
2021



Fly free

Mihini, 7
 

"Mihini has created these leaf moths out

of fallen leaves that she found on her

Ngunnawal country. This represents her

mind flying free in lockdown.” 

Mihini's Mum



Living room
Sophie

 

"I have been creating work that combines

drawing and painting, it focuses on the individual

being confined to the four walls of the domestic

space during the lockdown. In the organised

chaos of the painting the bright colours represent

a sense of optimism, yet the layering of lines and

sense of movement portray the anxieties during

this turbulent time." 





Sanctuary
Muhsina, 17

 

"In this artwork, I wanted to convey the feeling

of comfort. This was done by painting a still life

of a place in my home where I feel the most

relaxed, and where I have spent the most time

in lockdown. The lamp in the painting

represents a beacon of hope that emits warmth

into a space of worry." 





Abigail, 13

(below)

All the feels
Amelia, 12

(above)



"I wanted to have play dates,
but the virus was here."

 
4 year old child

2020



How life is feeling

right now

Hailey, 12



Inbound

Grace, 14



"With COVID I didn't realise how
much I take for granted such as
going places and how locked up
the world is. Life is so different

now with COVID."
 

Hailey, 12 years old
2021



Pencil, pen and
ink Drawings



Words in the wind
 

Ruby, 12





Aisha, 12



 Protect yourself for

safer Australia
 

Moukthika, 12

(left)

World! Will be

back to normal.
 

Urveesh, 8

(right)



Lia, 11



"Covid 19 was the hardest time in
my life. I have had some hard
things in my life but none of
them came close to Covid."

 
Aaron
2020



How I felt in lockdown
 

Ajayip





Elizabeth, 12

(above)
 

Anonymous, 12

(right)



Series
 

Matilda, 12



Keira, 19



Lily, 13



Pontifex

Maximus
Christopher, 19



Too much to 

think about
 

Charlotte, 12



How I feel in lockdown 

How I feel in

lockdown
 

Akain, 10



Just keep

swimming
 

Lulu, 9



"I'm going pretty good but I
think I'm going crazy from

being in my house for so long."
 

Primary school student
2021



sculpture &
installation



Cream puffs
Hamish, 5

 

"During lockdown I've been doing some

baking with my Dad, my favourite thing to

make and eat are cream puffs. We have also

made some yummy bread that we have for

lunch together. I'm going to miss having lunch

with my family everyday when we go back to

school, but I am also looking forward to

having lunch with friends again." 





Life in lockdown
Nikolai, 11 

 

"This sums up what my

days have been like."



"We went to bed that night, having no idea
whether school would be on the next day...
every change was so sudden, there was no

warning given. But I got there. And now,
things are slowly returning back to normal.
But the threat of a second wave still hangs

over everyone's heads. Because this all
might happen again."

 
Sarah
2020



Lego gym
Ellie, 7 

 

Ellie made a gym for her lego

figures to keep active during

lockdown. Ellie was looking

forward to getting back to

gymnastics. 



Jean-Louis, 8

"Lockdown makes me

feel a bit like a

prisoner sometimes."



My brain
Lana, 14





"Most efforts of communities to come
together and support one another have

been admirable, however one group that has
been neglected is children living with a disability...
now, more than ever, it is crucial that we listen

to understand some fundamental truths in
order to make sure that we do not leave them

behind during the pandemic."
 

Satara, 19 years old
2021



graphic art



Charlotte, 15



Stay
Elizabeth, 12



Rania, 11Luke, 11



Another number in the history books,

weaving countless lives towards comfort,

unrest in the chest,

body crippled by urgency.

 

The pierce of a thousand coughs,

clanging throughout their body,

long after the sun opens its eyes,

and the rheum triturates into nothing.

 

Another day is a blessing,

to pen a sonnet of salvage,

as shards of hope swirl around,

prying open their hearts,

under the crevices of their rusted vizard.

 

Drowning in the ocean of bodies,

unable to see the light,

Fear shaving away the years,

howling throughout the trembling night.

 

Frontline

Suffocating and jittery,

to the sight of another cloth,

draping a family’s promise away,

unable to see the noon clouds.

 

Jarring pain with each footfall,

vying for a time,

when they can feel beneath their feet,

restful and relieved.

 

These are our city’s unsung heroes,

firm on the front line,

risking it all for common good,

an outlier for humanity’s valour,

sacrifices that we will always honour.

Jahin, 21 years old

"A poem dedicated to frontline workers

during lockdown. I wrote this poem from the

perspective of a young person, who felt

deeply the pain that these individuals were

going through with empathy."



Delayed
Corwyn, 15

 

"During this lockdown I've been rudely

reminded of my dysfunctional mind, and

while I'm incredibly joyous that medication

has been aiding me in my road to recovery,

its impossible to shake a feeling of

temporary-ness."





Leila, 11



"I think it’s weird that now everyone is going out
for walks and or exercise more than before,

this time last year when there was no COVID 19 I
saw about 3 or 4 people outside in a week,

today alone I probably saw about 6 or 7 people
outside exercising. I think it might be because
they feel boxed in their home and need to get
out but they didn’t feel that before so they

didn’t need to get out like they do now."
 

Ayman, 10 years old
2021



"Lock down is fun and pretty relaxed.
I think the teachers are doing well and

trying their best to make a
enjoyable experience."

 
Primary school student

2021



photography



Anonymous, 14



Byron, 14



Decompress
 

Ella, 14





stop animation
and film



Some entries were recordings and stop

animation. Stills from each are presented here.

The recordings and animations can be viewed

online at actkids.act.gov.au



A day in lockdown
 

Nacho, 12



Welcome to Wowdi
 

The lego stop motion adventures of Charlie, Lexi and

their pet mouse Walli, to a supermarket called Wowdi.
 

Molly, 9



Lockdown madness
 

Yahya, 11 and Mohammad, 9



Covid lockdown
 

Natalie, 9



"...my family love being together at this
time but I miss school a lot, seeing my

teachers and friends. For me it's really
hard to do home learning. That's how

my lockdown is."
 

Y5/6 student
2021



In 2020 and 2021, as the COVID-pandemic

continued to spread around the globe, ACT

residents spent many weeks in lockdown. 
 

This book presents artworks and quotes by

children and young people in the ACT

reflecting on their lockdown experiences.
 

Their lockdown legacies represent an

important part of ACT history.


